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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we attack the following problem in the theory of permuta-
tion groups.
 .Classify all finite primitive permutation groups G, V which admit a factoriza-
tion G s G Ga in a point stabilizer G and the image Ga of G under anv v v v v
automorphism a of G.
We will call such a factorization of a group a primiti¨ e factorization.
We are interested in primitive factorizations, since we want to determine
 .the primitive flag-transitive m = m grids G, X . Here primitive means
that the stabilizer G in the group X of one of the two parallel classes of
lines of G, say P , acts primitively on P .1 1
A primitive flag-transitive grid gives rise to a primitive factorization and
 .conversely: If G, X is a flag-transitive m = m grid, then X contains a
subgroup G of index 2 that admits a factorization G s G Ga, where G isl l l
the stabilizer of a line l and a an element of X _ G. The factorization
a  .G s G G is primitive if and only if G, X is a primitive grid.l l
On the other hand suppose that a group G admits a factorization
a  . 2G s G G for an a g Aut G with a g G. Then the coset geometry Gv v
 a . :  :with set of points being the cosets of G l G a in X s G a andv v
set of lines being the cosets of G in X supplies us with a m = m grid,v
< a <where m s G : G l G , with the group X acting flag-transitively.v v v
For geometric purposes it is natural and usual to assume primitivity.
Often a problem on flag-transitive geometries can be reduced to a problem
where a group is acting primitively in some way. This happens for instance
w xin the classification of linear spaces, see BueDeDo , or in the classifica-
w xtion of distance transitive-graphs, see Sm . In fact the classification of
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flag-transitive grids can be reduced to this one of primitive flag-transitive
 .grids: Any imprimitive flag-transitive grid G, X gives rise to a primitive
 .flag-transitive grid G9, X , see Lemma 1.5.
Recall that the group G is a primitive permutation group with point
stabilizer G if and only if G is maximal in G and contains no normalv v
w xsubgroup of G. M. Liebeck, C. Praeger, and J. Saxl LPS2 determined the
factorizations G s G B, for G any almost simple group and B anyv
 .maximal subgroup of G which does not contain E G . P. P. Palfy and J.
 .Saxl extracted from these those factorizations E G s G B with G andv v
w xB being of the same order PaSa .
Let G be a group and p a permutation representation of G on the seti i i
V , for i s 1, 2. Then p and p are said to be isomorphic, if there existsi 1 2
an isomorphism f : G ª G and a bijection u : V ª V such that1 2 1 2
gp 1u s u g fp 2 for all g g G .1
Two permutation groups are permutation equi¨ alent, if their permutation
representations are isomorphic. Our results read as follows.
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a primiti¨ e permutation group on a set V of size
a  .m. Suppose that G s G G for G a point stabilizer and for a g Aut G .v v v
Then one of the following holds: Con¨ersely each of the listed groups gi¨ es
.rise to such an example.
 .   ..3i G is affine. G s E L 2 X X, where X is a transiti¨ e subgroup2 3
of S and m s 23n.n
 .ii G is almost simple.
 .  . q .  .a E G ( PV q and G is an extension of E G by field auto-8
 .  .  .  .a  .morphisms. E G ( PV q , E G l E G ( G q , and m sv 7 v v 2
4 4 .q q y 1 ;
 .  .  .  .b E G ( Sp q , q ) 2 e¨en, and G is an extension of E G by4
 .  2 .  .  .a  2 .field automorphisms. E G (L q 2, E G lE G (Frob q q1:4 ,v 2 v v
2 2 .and m s q q y 1 r2;
 .  .  . a  .c G ( Sp 2 9 ( A , G ( L 4 , G l G ( Frob 5 : 2 , and4 6 v 2 v v
m s 6;
 .  .  . a  .d G ( Sp 2 ( S , G ( PGL 4 ( S , G l G ( Frob 5:44 6 v 2 5 v v
and m s 6;
 . a  .e G ( M , G ( M , G l G ( L 11 , and m s 12.12 v 11 v v 2
 .iii G is permutation equi¨ alent to a blow-up of index n of an almost
 .simple group A. So G F A X S , where A is a permutation group listed in iin
< < n  .  .n  .and m s A : A . Moreo¨er E G s E A and there exists a g Aut Av v v
a  .  .a   .  .a .nsuch that A s A A and such that E G l E G ( E A l E A .v v v v v v
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Remark. Let G be a primitive permutation group such that G s G Gav v
so that G is listed in Theorem 1.1. Note that it is possible by inspection of
each case to determine those G for which it is possible to choose a such
that G s G Ga and such that a 2 g G. In fact this can be done in allv v
 . .  .  .   ..ncases except those satisfying ii b or iii with E G ( Sp q with q4
even and q ) 2 for some positive integer n: indeed, for such G a suitable
  ..n. na exists if and only if G l Aut Sp q contains L where L satisfies4
 .   ..  .Sp q F L F Aut Sp q and LrSp q is a Sylow 2-subgroup of the4 4 4
 .group of field automorphisms of Sp q .4
An equivalent formulation of Theorem 1.1 is
THEOREM 1.2. Let G be a group which has two isomorphic primiti¨ e
permutation representations p and p on the sets V and V , respecti¨ ely.1 2 1 2
Suppose that a point stabilizer of p acts transiti¨ ely on V . Then G and1 2
< < < <m s V s V are as listed in Theorem 1.1 and each of the listed groups1 2
gi¨ es rise to such an example.
The following two results are immediate consequences of Theorem 1.1.
 .COROLLARY 1.3. Let X, G be a flag-transiti¨ e m = m grid such that the
stabilizer of a parallel class of lines, G, acts faithfully and primiti¨ ely on the
two parallel classes of lines. Then G and m are listed in Theorem 1.1.
Proof. Let l be a line of G and G the stabilizer of l in G. Since G actsl
flag-transitively on G, the stabilizer G acts transitively on the pointsl
incident with l and therefore G also acts transitively on the parallel classl
of lines of G which does not contain l. Let p be a point on l and let
 . x 2x g X _ X l X . Then l g P x g G and the Lemma of Frattini yieldsp p l
xG s G G , for any x g X _ G , which proves the corollary.l l l
  . .COROLLARY 1.4. Let Aut G , G be a flag-transiti¨ e generalized two-gon
 .such that G s Aut G acts faithfully and primiti¨ ely on the points of G.
Suppose that G admits a duality. Then G and m, the number of points of G,
are as listed in Theorem 1.1 and each of the listed groups gi¨ es rise to such an
example.
Proof. Again application of the Lemma of Frattini yields the assertion.
The reduction of imprimitive grids to primitive grids can be established
 .as follows. Suppose that G, X is a flag-transitive grid with two parallel
classes of lines P and P and suppose that the stabilizer G of P in X1 2 1
acts imprimitively on P with blocks of imprimitivity B , . . . , B . Let the1 11 1 r
blocks be such that they are maximal non-trivial blocks of imprimitivity.
Then G acts imprimitively on P with blocks of imprimitivity B s2 21
B x , . . . , B s B x , where x g X _ G. These systems of imprimitivity in-11 2 r 1 r
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duce a system of imprimitivity C , 1 F i, j F r on the points of G, namelyi, j
  . 4   . 4C s s l N l g B l s l N l g B .i, j 0 1 i 0 2 j
Let G9 be the incidence structure whose lines are the blocks B ,k i
k s 1, 2, i s 1, . . . , r and whose points are the blocks C , 1 F i, j F r, ai j
point C being incident to a line B if k s 1 and i s l or k s 2 andi j k l
j s l.
 .LEMMA 1.5. G9, X is a flag-transiti¨ e primiti¨ e grid.
Proof. This is a straightforward calculation that G9 defines a grid on
which X acts flag-transitively.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give without
proofs facts on groups that will be of great use in the proof of our main
result, Theorem 1.1. Section 3 contains a few preliminaries on factorization
of groups. In Section 4 we introduce notation of wreath products. In
Section 5 we discuss the O'Nan]Scott theorem on finite primitive permu-
w xtation groups. We will follow LPS1 in partitioning these groups in five
different types. By easy counting arguments we immediately rule out one
 .of these types. In Section 6 resp. 8, 9, and 10 we determine the
factorization of groups of product action type resp. almost simple type,
.diagonal action, and affine type . To obtain the factorizations of the almost
simple groups we discuss in Section 7 some known results on maximal
subgroups of the classical groups, including an important theorem of
w xAschbacher As .
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we provide the necessary group-theoretic background for
the proof of Theorem 1.1.
In order to determine the factorizations of the primitive permutation
groups of diagonal type we want to know the groups fulfilling the following
hypothesis:
 .Fix The simple non-abelian group T possesses an automorphism
 . <  . < <  . <x g Aut T such that C tx F 2 Out T , for all t g T.AutT .
 .Clearly, if T satisfy hypothesis Fix , then x is an outer automorphism of
w x T. These groups are classified in Ba2 the proof may also be found in
w x.Ba1, Proposition 2.4.1 .
w x  .PROPOSITION 2.1 Ba1, Proposition 2.4.1 . Assume hypothesis Fix . Then
T is a group of Lie type and one of the following holds.
 .  r .i T ( L 3 , t ? x is the product of a diagonal automorphism and a2
field automorphism of order r or rr2 for some t g T ;
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 .  r .ii T ( U 2 , r G 3 odd, and t ? x is the product of a diagonal3
automorphism and a field automorphism of order r for some t g T.
<  . < <  . <In all cases there exists t g T such that C tx s 2 Out T .AutT .
For the factorization of the groups of diagonal type we will also need to
know the following fact.
 .LEMMA 2.2. Let T be a group of Lie type L q . Then there exists a prime
< < <  . <s which di¨ ides T , but not Out T .
 < <.Proof. Assume that there is a group of Lie type T such that P T :
 <  . <. rP Out T . Let q s p . By checking the orders of outer automorphism
w xgiven in Table 5 of CCNPW , we see that any prime, which divides
<  . <Out T is either 2, 3, or divides q y 1, q q 1, or r.
w x mAccording to Table 6 of CCNPW , there exists m G 2 such that q y 1
< <divides T .
Assume m G 3 and q m / 64. Then there exists a prime s which divides
m i  w x.q y 1, but not p y 1 for i - mr see Zsig . As m G 3, we have s / 2, 3
sy1  .and, as s N p y 1, we have s, r s 1. Hence in this case the assertion of
the lemma follows in contradiction with our assumption. If m is even, then
s N q m r2 q 1. Using these two observations and consulting Tables 5 and 6
w x <  . <of CCNPW , we obtain that s does not divide Out T for all the groups,
 . 3  .  .except possibly G 2 9, D 2 , and L q .2 4 2
 . < <  2 . <  . <Assume first T ( L q . Then T s q q y 1 rd and Out T s dr,2
 .  w x.where d s 2, p see Tables 1 and 2 of CCNPW . Clearly, r / 1 and
 . 2T \ L 8 . Therefore, there exists a Zsigmondy prime s for q y 1. Since2
 .  .s, r s 1, it follows T \ L q .2
 . 3  . <  . <Hence T ( G 2 or T ( D 2 . In both cases Out T divides 18, but2 4
< <s s 7 is a divisor of T in contradiction with our assumption. This proves
the lemma.
In the last section we will be interested in the groups G that fulfil the
following properties:
 .  .A The Fitting subgroup F G of G is trivial;
 .  .B G has an irreducible and faithful GF p -module V of dimension
< < ad and G contains a subgroup K with G : K s p for an a G d.
w xThe classification of these groups has been done in Ba3 , but can also
w xbe found in Ba1, Proposition 2.7.1 . The result reads as follows:
w xPROPOSITION 2.3 Ba1, Proposition 2.7.1 . Suppose that G is a group with
 .  .properties A and B . Then the following holds:
 .i p s 2 and d s 3n, for an n g N;
 .  .  .ii E G s T = ??? = T , where T ( L 2 , for i s 1, . . . , n;1 n i 3
 .iii G ( T X X, where X is a transiti¨ e subgroup of S ;1 n
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 .  .  .iv E G z K and either T F K or K l T ( Frob 7 : 3 , for i si i
1, . . . , n;
 . w x w x w xv V s V, T [ ??? [ V, T , where V, T is a natural module for1 n i
 .GF 2 T .i
3. SIMPLE FACTS ABOUT FACTORIZATIONS
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a group and A and B two subgroups. The following
statements are equi¨ alent
 .i G s AB.
 . gii G s AB for any g g G.
 . n  .iii G s AB for any n g N A .AutG.
 . < < < <iv G : A s A : A l B .
 . < < < <v G : B s B : A l B .
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. The equivalence of i , iii , iv , and v is obvious. Assume i .
Then B acts transitively on the cosets of A in G, so B g acts transitively on
 .  .  .these cosets, as well. Thus ii holds. By the same argument ii implies i .
LEMMA 3.2. Let G be a group, which acts transiti¨ ely on a set V and
a  .suppose G s G G for a point stabilizer G and some a g Aut G . Ifv v v
w x aU G G acts on V, as well, and U, a F U, then U s U U .v v
Proof. Since G acts transitively, we have U s U G. Hence U s U G sv v
a aU G G s U U .v v v v v
Moreover, the following holds.
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that G is a group and A a subgroup of G such that
a  . b < < u br2 v < <G s AA for some a g Aut G . If p di¨ ides G , then p di¨ ides A .
a < < < < 2Proof. The factorization G s AA yields that G divides A , which
shows the assertion.
The above results will be of great use in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
4. NOTATION OF WREATH PRODUCTS
For A a group, the direct power An will be thought of as the group of all
functions
 4S ª A , S s 1, . . . , n ,
multiplication being defined pointwise, this means
i a a s ia ia for all i g S and all a , a g An . .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
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By a wreath product A X S we mean the usual semidirect product of Ann
with S : if s g S and a g An, then ias s i sy1a for all i g P. Further forn n
U F A we denote by U the subgroupi
 n 4U s a g U N ja s 1 for j / ii
of An. Then in particular An s A = ??? = A . Since U ( U for i s1 n i
1, . . . , n, we will sometimes identify U with U.i
 4Let p be the permutation representation of W s A X S on A , . . . , An 1 n
and for i s 1, . . . , n let W be the stabilizer of A in W. Then W si i i
 .N A ( A = A X S . Denote by p the projection of W onto the ithW i ny1 i i
direct factor A , 1 F i F n.i
5. THE THEOREM OF O'NAN]SCOTT
The primitive permutation groups are classified by O'Nan and Scott, see
w xONSc . Unfortunately one case was missing in their version. Meanwhile
there are different proofs of the corrected version of this theorem, cf.
w x w xAsSc, Bue, LPS1 . F. Buekenhout gives in Bue nice geometric descrip-
tions of the different cases. For our purpose the version of M. Liebeck, C.
w xPraeger, and J. Saxl LPS1 turned out to be most suitable. We will use
their partition of the primitive permutation groups into different types.
Only in the product action case we follow the more detailed description of
w xL. G. Kovacs in Ko . Let G be a primitive permutation group on a set VÂ
of size m, m g N.
There are up to permutational equivalence five classes of primitive
w x  . npermutation groups, cf. LPS1, Ko . Let S s E G . Then S ( T , n G 1,
where T is a simple group.
Affine Groups. Here T ( Z for some p, and S is the unique minimalp
normal subgroup of G. Moreover S acts regularly on V of degree m s pn.
 . nThus G acts as an irreducible subgroup of GL p on S ( E .v n p
Almost Simple Groups. In this case n s 1, T is a non-abelian simple
 .group, and T F G F Aut T . Further T / 1.v
Diagonal Action. Let T be a non-abelian simple group, n G 2, and let
D be the set of functions
n
D s a g Aut T ia s d for i s 1, . . . , n , d g Aut T . .  . 4
 . n  ..Set W s T X S D. Hence we have W ( T S = Out T . Define ann n
action of W be setting W s D = S . We say that G F W is of diagonalv n
action type, if S F G and either
 .  4i G acts primitively on T , . . . , T or1 n
 .  4ii n s 2 and G acts trivially on T , T .1 2
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Product Action and Blow-ups. Let H be a primitive permutation group
on a set G which is either almost simple or of diagonal action type. For
r ) 1, let W s H X S , and take W to act on V s G r in its natural productr
 .action. Then for g g G and a s g , . . . , g g V we have W s H X S ,a g r
< < rand m s G . We say that the subgroup G of W is of product action type
 .if E W F G and G acts transitively on these r factors. Moreover,
according to Kovacs such a group G is primitive if and only if theÂ
 . projection G l W p on H is a primitive subgroup of H . Recall the1 1 1 1
.definition of H and W given in Section 4.1 1
 w x.We now introduce some terminology due to Kovacs; see Ko relevantÂ
to the product action. Let H be a primitive group which is almost simple
or of diagonal action type and let W s H X S be a wreath product. Ar
 .subgroup U of W is called large if Up is transitive as a subgroup of Sr
 .  .and U l W p s H . Note that once Up is transitive, U l W p s H1 1 1 i i i
holds for i s 1, . . . , r. We say that the subgroup G of W is a blow-up of H
 . rof index r if G is a large subgroup of H X S and E H F G.r
Up to permutational equivalence the primitive permutation groups of
product action type are the blow-ups of primitive groups of almost
simple or diagonal action type, as the following proposition by KovacsÂ
demonstrates.
w xPROPOSITION 5.1 Ko, 2.4 . Let H be a primiti¨ e permutation group on a
set G and let W s H X S act naturally on V s G r. If G F W is a primiti¨ er
group of product action type, then G is conjugate in W to a blow-up of a
primiti¨ e subgroup B of H of index r.
The converse is shown in the next proposition.
w  .xPROPOSITION 5.2 Ko, Theorem 1, 2.1 . Let H be a primiti¨ e group,
which is almost simple or of diagonal type. Then each blow-up G F W,
W s H X S , of index r is a primiti¨ e group of product action type andr
 .  . r  .E G s E H s E W .
Twisted Product Action. Here G is a twisted wreath product T twr P,w
 4defined as follows. Let P be a transitive permutation group on 1, . . . , n
and let Q be the stabilizer P . We suppose that there is a homomorphism1
 .w : Q ª Aut T such that Im w contains Inn T. Define
 .w qB s f : P ª T f pq s f p for all p g P , q g Q . .  . 5
Then B is a group under pointwise multiplication, and B ( T n. Let P act
on B by
f p x s f px for p , x g P . .  .
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We define G s T twr P to be the semidirect product of B by P with thisw
action, and define an action of G on V by setting G s P. We then havev
< < nm s T , and B is the unique minimal normal subgroup of G and acts
regularly on V.
w xTHEOREM 5.3 ONSc, AsSc, LPS1, Ko . Let G be a primiti¨ e permutation
group. Then one of the following holds:
 .i G is an affine group;
 .ii G is almost simple;
 .iii 4h1G is of diagonal type;
 .vi G is permutation equi¨ alent to a blow-up of an almost simple group
or of a group of diagonal type;
 .v G is of twisted product action type.
In fact, we can reduce the problem to classify the factorizations of
primitive permutation groups to the four cases, the primitive groups of
affine, almost simple, or diagonal action type, and the blow-ups, as is
shown in the following corollary.
COROLLARY 5.4. A group G of twisted wreath action type admits no
a  .factorization G s G G with a g Aut G .v v
a < < < < 2Proof. Assume G s G G . Then G divides G , Lemma 3.3. Asv v v
n < < n < <G ( P and G ( T P we obtain T divides P , and, as P F S , wev n
< < n < <conclude that T divides S . Since T is a non-abelian simple groupn
< < 2 2 n < < n < < < < ny1T G 2 . So 2 divides T and S in contradiction to S F 2 , see2 2n n
w xHu, III. 15 .
6. FACTORIZATIONS OF BLOW-UPS
In this section let H be a primitive group of almost simple or of
diagonal action type on a set G and let G be a blow-up of H of index n.
This means G is a large subgroup of W s H X S see the previousn
.section . Let g g G, and W s H X S . Then we have G s G l W andv g n v v
 .  .n  .H s H . Further E G s E H s E W .v g
a  .If H admits a factorization H s H H for some a g Aut H , then,g g
 .  .clearly, E H X S and W also admits a factorization. We show in thisv
section that any primitive factorization of a blow-up arises in this way.
We prove
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let G be a blow-up of a primiti¨ e group H of index n.
a  .If G s G G for a point stabilizer G and an a g Aut G , then H admits av v v
a  .  .  .aifactorization H s H H with a g Aut H . Moreo¨er, H s H H forv v i i v i v
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 .  .a n  .  .aii s 1, . . . , n, and E G l E G s  E H l E H , where a sv v is1 v v
  ..  .s ? a ? . . . ? a with s g S and a g Aut E H i s 1, . . . , n .1 n n i i
Therefore Propositions 8.1 and 9.1 will imply that, if G is a blow-up of a
primitive group H admitting a primitive factorization G s G Ga, then Gv v
 .is as described in iii of Theorem 1.1.
Thus in this section we assume G s G Ga for a point stabilizer G andv v v
 .an a g Aut G .
  ..LEMMA 6.2. The normalizer of G in Aut E H X S induces the fulln
 .automorphism group Aut G on G.
 .  .  .n  .Proof. Set S s E G . Then S s E W s E H . Since C S FG
 .  .  .C S F Z S s 1 we may and do identify G with a subgroup of Aut S .W
 .Since S is a characteristic subgroup of G, the group Aut G acts on S.
w x  .Moreover, if S, g s 1 for g g Aut G , then the Three-Subgroup Lemma
w x  .  .yields G, g F C S s 1. This shows that Aut G acts faithfully on S,G
which proves the lemma.
 .Lemma 6.2 yields that we may and do assume
a s s ? a ? . . . ? a1 n
  ..with s g S and s g Aut E H , for i s 1, . . . , n.n i i
w n x nLEMMA 6.3. H , a F H .
w n x n w n x nProof. Since H , s F H , it remains to show H , a F H , for i si
1, . . . , n.
ai  4Assume H F/ H for some i g 1, . . . , n . Then there is some h g Hi i i
such that hai f H . Since G is a large subgroup of W, there existsi
2  s.k g G l K, K s H = H S such that p k s h. It follows thatny1 i
 a .  .ai aip k s p h s h is not contained in H which contradicts the facti i i
w xthat a normalizes G. Thus H , a F H , for i s 1, . . . , n. This showsi i i
the assertion.
COROLLARY 6.4. There exists a transiti¨ e subgroup X of S such that an
normalizes U s H X X and such that U s U Ua.v v
Proof. Since a normalizes both H n, Lemma 6.3, and G, it normalizes
U s GH n. Now Lemma 3.2 yields U s U Ua.v v
As H n F U F H X S , there is a subgroup X of S , such that U s H X X.n n
The fact that G is a primitive subgroup of W implies that X is a transitive
subgroup of S , which proves the lemma.n
The next lemma is the crucial step in the proof of Proposition 6.1.
 4  . nLEMMA 6.5. For any j g 1, . . . , n , there is an h s h j g H such that
a h s s ? b ? . . . ? b , where ib s ja , for i s 1, . . . , n.1 n i j
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 .y1 .Proof. To establish the lemma we show that ia ja g H, for 1 F i,i j
w x  y1 . yy1 .  y1 . yy1 . w xy yj F n. Let x g X. Then a , x s a a ? . . . ? a a ? s, x1 1 n n
 s.y1with y s x .
w x n  y1 . yy1 .   ..nyFrom the facts, that X, a F U, that  a a g Aut E H ,is1 i i
w x w xand that s, x g S , we conclude that s, x g S l U s X andn n
n  y1 . yy1 . n  y1 . yy1 .y y a a g H . Therefore a a g H , for i s 1, . . . , n.is1 i i i i i
 .y1 .As X is a transitive subgroup of S , we obtain ia ja g H for 1 F i,n i j
j F n, as claimed.
 .y1 .Hence there exists h g H such that ih s ia ja . The assertioni i i i j
follows with h s h ? . . . ? h .1 n
 4Proof of Proposition 6.1. Let j g 1, . . . , n and set b s a h, where
 . h s h j is as in Lemma 6.5. By the choice b normalizes S see Lemman
. w x6.5 , therefore X, b F S l U s X. Hence according to the Modularn
Property of groups
bb n n n nbU l U s H : X l H : X s H : X l H : X .  .  .  .v v v v v v
nn nb n nb ajs H l H : X X s H l H X s H l H X . . .  .v v v v v v
n  .  .As h g H F U, the equivalence between i and ii in Lemma 3.1
implies U s U Ua h. Thereforev v
< < 2 < < 2 n < < 2U H Xv vn b< < < < < < < <H X s U s U U s s nv v ab j< < < << < H l H XU l U v vv v
< < < < 2 < aj < ajand H s H r H l H , which shows H s H H . This proves thev v v v v
assertion.
7. ON SUBGROUPS OF CLASSICAL GROUPS
w xIn this section we discuss a result due to M. Aschbacher, see As , on the
subgroups of groups whose socles are finite simple classical groups. Let T
 .be a finite classical group, this means T is either a linear group L q orn
 .  .an orthogonal group PV q or a symplectic group PSp q or an unitaryn n
 .  .group U q . Let G be a group such that T 1 G F Aut T and let V ben
the natural projective module for T. Then V is defined over a field k,
 .  2 .where we take k s GF q if T is not the unitary group, and k s GF q if
 .T s U q . Then Aschbacher defines a collection C of geometric subgroupsn
 . w xof G s G l PGL V . See As for a more detailed description of the
various cases. Roughly speaking, they are
C : stabilizers in G of non-singular or totally singular subspaces1
of V,
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C : stabilizers in G of decompositions V s [V with dim V2 i i
constant,
C : stabilizers in G of extension fields of k of prime index,3
C : stabilizers in G of tensor product decompositions V s V m V ,4 1 2
C : stabilizers in G of subfields of k of prime index,5
C : normalizers in G of extraspecial groups in irreducible represen-6
tations,
C : stabilizers in G of decompositions V s mV with dim V7 i i
constant,
C : normalizers in G of classical groups on V contained in G.8
 .For the case T ( L q Aschbacher defines a further family of geometricn
w xsubgroups, see A1 ,
XC : stabilizers in G of pairs U, W of subspaces of V with dim U q1
dim W s dim V and either U F W or U l W s 0.
w xFinally there is the family S of non-geometric subgroups, see As ,
 .S : A is a subgroup of G which is almost simple, so S 1 A F Aut S
for a non-abelian simple group S, and V is an absolutely irreducible
kS-module, which is not defined over any proper subfield of k; moreover
A is not a geometric subgroup.
Aschbacher proves:
w xTHEOREM 7.1 As, Theorem . Let T be a finite simple classical group
defined o¨er the field k and let V be the natural projecti¨ e module for T.
 .  .Furthermore let G be a subgroup of PGL V such that T 1 G F Aut T . If
A is a proper maximal subgroup of G such that G s AT , then A g C j S .
In the case the socle of G is a linear group and G contains a graph
 .automorphism, so G z PGL V , Aschbacher obtained the following result.
 .THEOREM 7.2. Let G be a finite group whose socle is L q , n G 3, withn
natural projecti¨ e module V such that G contains a graph automorphism. Let
 .A be a proper maximal subgroup of G such that G s L q A. Then A isn
contained in CX j C j ??? j C j S .1 2 8
By the above results we have descriptions of all the maximal subgroups
 r .of a classical group G, except for the case where T ( Sp 2 or T (4
q .  .PV q and G cannot be embedded in PGL ¨ . For these groups P.8
w xKleidman determined the maximal subgroups, see Kl1, Kl2 . Aschbacher
also showed
w x  .  .THEOREM 7.3 As, Theorem BG . The orbits of Aut T l PGL V and
 .  .Aut T l PGL V on C are the same.
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We collect some further facts on the action of T on V.
LEMMA 7.4. Let T be a simple finite classical group.
 .i If T is not an orthogonal group in odd characteristic, then T
acts transitively on the non-singular 1-spaces.
 .ii If T is an orthogonal group in odd characteristic and odd
 .dimension, then T and Aut T s G have two orbits on the non-singular
1-spaces; the 1-spaces in these orbits have an orthogonal complement of
type Oq or Oy, respectively.
 .iii If T is an orthogonal group, then T acts transitively on the
planes of type Oq and Oy, respectively.2 2
 .iv Let T be a symplectic group. Then T acts transitively on the
hyperbolic planes.
Proof. This follows immediately from the Lemma of Witt.
8. FACTORIZATION OF ALMOST SIMPLE GROUPS
Throughout this section let G be an almost simple group, that means
 .T F G F Aut T for some simple group T. We show
PROPOSITION 8.1. If G is almost simple and G s G Ga for some maxi-v v
 .mal subgroup G of G and for some a g Aut G , then one of the followingv
holds.
 .  . q .  .i soc G ( PV q , and G is an extension of E G by field auto-8
 .  .  .  .a  .morphisms. soc G ( PV q , and soc G l soc G ( G q ;v 7 v v 2
 .  .  .  .  .ii a soc G ( Sp q , q ) 2 e¨en, and G is an extension of E G4
 .  2 .  .  .aby field automorphisms. soc G ( L q 2, and soc G l soc G (v 2 v v
 2 .Frob q q 1 : 4 ;
 .  .  . a  .b G ( Sp 2 9 ( A , G ( L 4 , and G l G ( Frob 5 : 2 ;4 6 v 2 v v
 .  .  . a  .c G ( Sp 2 ( S G ( PGL 4 ( S and G l G ( Frob 5:4 ;4 6 v 2 5 v v1
 . a  .iii G ( M , G ( M , and G l G ( L 11 .12 v 11 v v 2
Thus we assume in this section that G is an almost simple group and
that G s G Ga holds for some maximal subgroup G of G and for somev v v
 .a g Aut G .
In order to prove the proposition we use the work of Liebeck, Praeger,
w xand Saxl LPS2 on the factorizations of almost simple groups. They
classified the factorizations G s AB, where A and B are maximal sub-
groups of G which do not contain T.
Since we assume G to be a permutation group on the set of cosets of Gv
in G, the socle, T , of G is not a subgroup of G . Therefore we are in thev
w xsituation as considered in LPS2 . Recall T s T l G .v v
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LEMMA 8.2. Let T be a sporadic group. Then G ( M , G ( M , and12 v 11
a  .G l G ( L 11 .v v 2
b < < u br2 v < <  .Proof. If p divides G , then p divides G see Lemma 3.3 .v
< < < a <Since, moreover, G s G , we obtain the assertion considering Table 6v v
w xin LPS2 .
LEMMA 8.3. Let T be an alternating group A , then G ( A or S ,n 6 6
a  .  .G ( A or S and G l G ( Frob 5 : 2 or Frob 5 : 4 , respecti¨ ely.v 5 5 v v
 .Proof. Let T ( A and n ) 6. Then Aut G F S and according ton n
w xLPS2, Theorem D either
 .i n s 8, 10 or
 . aii A 1 G F S = S for some k with 1 F k F 5, and G isnyk v nyk k v
 4k-homogeneous on 1, . . . , n
holds.
 4In the latter case G is the stabilizer of a k-subset of 1, . . . , n . Hencev
G and Ga are stabilizers of a k-subset in contradiction with the fact thatv v
Ga is k-homogenous.v
 .  . wThus n s 8 or 10 and G ( L 8 , or AGL 2 , respectively, see LPS2,v 2 3
x < <Theorem D . But 5 divides G and not G in contradiction with Lemmav
3.3.
< <Thus n s 6. According to Lemma 3.3 the number 3 ? 5 divides T ,v
which yields T ( A and G ( A or S , as claimed.v 5 v 5 5
LEMMA 8.4. Let T be a group of Lie type. Then T is a classical group.
 . rProof. Assume that T is not classical. Then T ( G q , q s 3 and2
X  .  . r  .  .T ( SL q or T ( F q , q s 2 , and T ( Sp q or T ( G 4 andv 3 4 v 8 2
X  . w xT ( J or G 2 , respectively, cf. LPS2, Table 5 .v 2 2
 .  . 6Let T ( G q or F q and let t be a Zsigmondy prime for q y 1 or2 4
12  w x. < < < <q y 1 see Zsig , respectively. Then t divides G , but not G , contraryv
 .  .to Lemma 3.3. Hence T ( G 4 and T ( J or G 2 .2 v 2 2
< < < < <  . <Then 13 divides G , but neither J nor G 2 which is not possible by2 2
Lemma 3.3. This shows the assertion.
Hence T is a classical group. Set A s G and recall the subdivision ofv
Aschbacher in geometric groups and members of the family S described
in subsection 7.2.
LEMMA 8.5. The subgroup A is geometric.
wProof. Assume that A is a group in S . Then according to LPS2,
x aTheorem A , A is a geometric subgroup. This is not possible, since
 .Aut T maps geometric subgroups onto geometric subgroups.
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In order to rule out non-possible factorizations we will often use the
following fact:
 .LEMMA 8.6. If Aut T acts on a set V and A s G for some v g V,v
then T does not act transiti¨ ely on V.
Proof. Indeed, if T acts transitively on V, then Aa s At for some
t g T and by Lemma 3.1, G s AAa s AAa? ty1 s A which is obviously
false.
LEMMA 8.7. Let V be the natural projecti¨ e module of T. If T admits no
 .  .diagonal automorphism, then Aut T is not a subgroup of PGL V .
 .  .Proof. Assume Aut T F PGL V . Then Theorem 7.3 yields T and
 .Aut T have the same orbits on the set of geometric subgroups G. As by
Lemma 8.5, A is a geometric subgroup, we obtain a contradiction to
Lemma 8.6.
 .LEMMA 8.8. i A is not the stabilizer of a totally singular subspace.
 .  . Xii If T ( L q , then A is not of type C .n 1
 .  r . q .  .iii Let T \ PSp 2 , PV q , PV q , and let q be e¨en, if4 8 2 mq1
q  .T ( PV q . Then A is not the stabilizer of a non-singular 1-space.2 m
 . q  . y  .iv If T ( PV q , PV q , m ) 4, then A is not the stabilizer of2 m 2 m
a subspace which is of type Oq or Oy.2 2
 .  .v If T ( PSp q , m ) 2, then A is not the stabilizer of a hyper-2 m
bolic plane.
Proof. We begin by supposing that A is the stabilizer of a totally
singular subspace W of dimension i. Then Aa stabilizes a totally isotropic
wsubspace of dimension j. We may assume j F i. According to LPS2,
x q  . aTables 1 and 4 , if T ( PV q , then i / m and j / m. As G s AA ,2 m
also A acts transitively on the totally isotropic subspaces of dimension j
w  .xKlLi, 3.5 . Thus each totally isotropic subspace of dimension j is con-
 .tained in W which is not possible. This proves i .
w  .x  .  . XAccording to As, 13.2 the orbits of T ( L q and Aut T on C aren 1
 .the same. Hence ii follows from Lemma 8.6.
 .  r . q .  .To prove iii assume T \ PSp 2 , PV q , PV q , and let q be4 8 2 mq1
q  . y  .even, if T ( PV q or if T ( PV q and assume that A is the2 m 2 m
 .stabilizer of a non-singular 1-space. Since by i the claim holds for
 .  .  .  .T ( L q , we may and do assume T \ L q . This implies Aut T Fn n
 .PG V . Since T acts transitively on the non-singular 1-spaces, Lemma
 .7.4 i , we obtain a contradiction to Lemma 8.6.
y  . rNow let T ( PV q , q odd. Let q s p , p prime. Then there exists a2 m
Zsigmondy prime t dividing pr?2 m y 1 but not pi y 1 for i - r ? 2m.
Hence t divides the order of G, but not the order of A in contradiction to
 .Lemma 3.3. This proves iii .
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 .  .  .  .If T is as assumed in iv or v , then again Aut T F PG V . Hence
 .  .  .  .from Lemma 7.4 iii , iv and Lemma 8.6 we conclude iv and v . This
proves the lemma.
q .Proof of Proposition 8.1. Our first goal is to show that T ( PV q or8
 r . w xSp 2 . Therefore we investigate the lists of LPS2 . Recall that A is a4
 .geometric subgroup of G, Lemma 8.5. Moreover by Lemma 8.8 i , A is not
a parabolic subgroup of G.
q .  r .Assume T \ PV q or Sp 2 .8 4
 .  .  . XAssume T ( L q . Then Lemma 8.8 i and ii imply A f C j C .n 1 1
w x  .  .  .Thus according to LPS2, Tables 1 and 3 we have n, q s 2, 16 or 3, 4
 . < < < <and T ( D or L 7 , respectively. In both cases 5 divides G , but not Av 34 2
 .contrary to Lemma 3.3. Hence T \ L q .n
 .Assume T ( PSp q . Let q be even. Then by assumption m ) 2.2 m
 .  .  .  .Hence Aut T l PGL V s T and Aut T is contained in PGL V in
contradiction to Lemma 8.7.
w xHence q is odd. Then according to LPS2, Tables 1 and 3 , A is a
 .maximal parabolic subgroup of H in contradiction to Lemma 8.8 i . Thus
 .T \ PSp q .2 m
 . w xAssume T ( U q . Then, according to LPS2, Tables 1 and 3 , either An
 .  .is the stabilizer of a non-singular 1-space or n, q s 4, 3 and T (v
 .  .PSp 3 . The first case is not possible because of Lemma 8.8 iii . In the4
< < < <latter case 7 divides T , but not A in contradiction to Lemma 3.3. Hence
 .T \ U q .n
 . w xAssume T ( PV q . Then according to LPS2, Tables 1 and 3 ,2 mq1
 .  .2m q 1, q s 7, 3 and either A is the stabilizer of a non-singular 1-space
 .  .of q type or T ( G 3 . In the first case T s L 3 2 and thereby 7v 2 v 4
< < < < < < < <divides G , but not A . In the second case 5 divides G but not A . Thus
for both possibilities we obtain a contradiction to Lemma 3.3. Therefore
 .T \ PV q .2 mq1
y  .Assume T ( PV q . Then either A is the stabilizer of a non-singular2 m
q w x1-space or of a O plane, cf. LPS2, Tables 1 and 3 in contradiction to2
y  .Lemma 8.8. Thus T \ PV q .2 m
q  .Assume T ( PV q . By assumption m ) 4. Then either A is the2 m
q y wstabilizer of a non-singular 1-space or of a O , O plane, cf. LPS2, Tables2 2
x1 and 3 . According to Lemma 8.8, A is the stabilizer of a non-singular
 .  .  .1-space. As Aut T F PGL V the automorphism group Aut T acts on
the non-singular 1-spaces of V. Hence Aa is as well the stabilizer of a
w xnon-singular 1-space in contradiction to LPS2, Tables 1 and 3 . Thus
q  .T \ PV q .2 m
w x  .By Lemma 8.8 and LPS2, Tables 1 and 3 , T \ PSp q , q odd. Hence4
q .  r .our assumption was false and T ( PV q or T ( Sp 2 .8 4
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 r .  .Let T ( Sp 2 . Since the assertion is already shown for Sp 2 ( S ,4 4 6
 . wLemma 8.3, we may assume r ) 1. According to Lemma 8.8 i and LPS2,
xTables 1 and 3 either
 . a  2 .i T ( T ( SL q 2 orv v 2
 .  2 . a  .ii T ( L q 2 and T s L q X S orv 2 v 2 2
 .  . a   .  ..iii q s 4, T ( L 16 2, and T ( L 4 = L 4 2 orv 2 v 2 2
 .  . aiii q s 4, T ( L 16 2, and T ( Sv 2 v 6
 .  8. a  .iv q s 16, T ( L 2 2, and T ( Sp 4 .v 2 A 4
a  2 . aFrom T ( T follows T ( SL q 2. This implies A l A (v v v 2
 2 . w  .x  . .Frob q q 1 : 4 , cf. LPS2, 3.2.1d , as claimed in ii a of the statement
of the proposition.
q . aNow let T ( PV q . Again using the fact that T ( T , we obtain8 v v
w x  . a  .from LPS2, Table 4 that A ( PV q . Therefore A l A ( G q , see7 2
w  .xLPS2, 5.1.15 . This proves the proposition.
9. FACTORIZATIONS OF GROUPS OF DIAGONAL TYPE
Let G be a primitive permutation group of diagonal type. Recall
n
D s a g Aut T ia s d for i s 1, . . . , n , d g Aut T .  . 4
 . w x n  ..and W s T X S D. As D, S s 1 we have W ( T S = Out T . Then n n
group W acts primitively on the cosets of W s D = S in W see Sectionv n
.5 . The group G is of diagonal type, if G is a subgroup of W such that
 .  .soc G s soc W s T = ??? = T and either1 n
 .  4i G acts primitively on T , . . . , T or1 n
 .  4ii n s 2 and G acts trivially on T , T .1 2
In this section we prove the following:
PROPOSITION 9.1. A group G of diagonal action type on a set V admits
a  .no factorization G s G G with G a point stabilizer and a g Aut G .v v v
The strategy of the proof of Proposition 9.1 is as follows. We assume
that G is a group of diagonal action type which admits a factorization
G s G Ga. First we show that n s 2 and that T fulfils the hypothesisv v
 .  .  r .Fix see the Preliminaries . Then Proposition 2.1 implies T ( L 3 or2
 r .T ( U 2 . These groups we rule out case by case.3
LEMMA 9.2. We ha¨e n s 2.
 4Proof. Assume n G 3. Then G acts primitively on T , . . . , T and1 n
n  .G ( T ? A ? S with A isomorphic to a subgroup of Out T and S isomor-
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a < < 2phic to a subgroup of S . Since G s G G , the order of G divides G .n v v v
< < < < n < < < < < < 2 < < 2 < < 2 < < 2Hence G s T ? A ? S divides T ? A ? S s G . This forcesv
< < ny2 < < < < < < ny2 <  . < < <T to divide A ? S , so T divides Out T ? S .n
 .Form the facts that for T a sporadic group Out T F Z , for T an2
<  . <alternating group Out T F 4, and from Lemma 2.2, we conclude that
< < <  . <there exists prime p ) 3 such that p divides T , but not Out T . Thus
ny2 < < ny4p has to divide the order of S in contradiction to S F p , seepn n
w xHu, III.15 . This proves the lemma.
 .  :By the previous lemma W s T X S D. Let w s S F W. Then W s2 2 v
 .  .  .C w . Thus G s C w and there exists a subgroup A of Out T suchW v G
that either
 .  w.i G ( T = T ? A or
 .  w.  : wii G ( T = T ? A w , where w s aa w with a s 1 or a gÄ Ä
 .  .Aut T _ TA .
 .Notice that w can be extended to an automorphism of Aut T =
 w.Aut T . Since w is an automorphism of G that centralizes G , thev
 .  . awequivalence between i and iii in Lemma 3.1 yields that G s G G .v v
w  . y1Thus we may assume a s a a for some a , a g Aut T . Let w s a a .1 2 1 2 1 2
Then, as w is an involution,
w wy1a y1 w w y1 y1 y1w s a a w a a s a a a a w s w w w . . .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2
a  .  .a   y1 .w.LEMMA 9.3. G l G s C w l C w s C w w .v v G G C w .G
 .Proof. The fact that G s C w yields thatv G
aa aG l G s C w l C w s C w l C w . .  .  .  .v v G G G G
a y1 w .Since w s w w w, the assertion follows.
 . < a < < <  . < a <LEMMA 9.4. In case i , G l G s A and in case ii , G l G sv v v v
< <2 ? A .
< a < < < 2 < <y1  . < a <Proof. As G l G s G ? G , we obtain in case i , G l G sv v v v v
< < 2 < < 2  < < 2 < <.y1 < <  . < a < < < 2 < < 2T ? A ? T ? A s A and in case ii , G l G s 4 ? T ? A ?v v
2 y1 < < < <. < <2 ? T ? A s 2 ? A , as claimed.
 .  .Let B be the projection of N T on the first direct factor of Aut T =G
 .wAut T . Set
wC s gg g g C w . . 4B
< < <  . < < < < <Clearly, C s C w and BrT s A . Let K F G be the kernel of theB
 4  . waction of G on T , T . Recall that a g Aut T such that w s aa w.Ä1 2
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a < < < < aLEMMA 9.5. Either K s K K and C s A or K / K K , G lv v v v v
Ga s C and there exists no b g B such that b ? a in¨erts w.v
Proof. Notice that K l K a s G l Ga l K s C. Suppose that K sv v v v
a  . < < < a < < <K K . Then by Lemma 9.4 i C s K l K s A . Now suppose k /v v v v
a  . a aK K . Then case ii holds and G l G s K l K s C. Lemma 9.3v v v v v v
  y1 .w.implies C w w s C. Thus there exists no b g B such that b ? aC w .G
inverts w.
 . <  . < < <  .COROLLARY 9.6. In case i , C w s A . In case ii else there existsB
<  . < < < <  . < < <b g B such that b ? a in¨erts w and C w s A or C w s 2 ? A .B B
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 9.5.
a <  . < <  . <LEMMA 9.7. Either K s K K and C w F Out T or K /v v AutT .
a <  . < <  . <K K and C w F 2 ? Out T .v v AutT .
<  . < <  . < <  .  . <Proof. Note that Aut T : B s Out T : A . As C w : C w FAutT . B
<  . <Aut T : B we obtain
C w F Aut T : B ? C w s Out T : A ? C w .  .  .  .  .AutT . B B
and the assertion follows from Corollary 9.6.
By Lemma 3.1, G s G Ga implies G s G Ga g for any g g G. Thus inv v v v
particular, G s G Ga t w for any t g T. Therefore we may replace in allv v
w w  .w y1previous statements a s a a by a t s a a t and w s a a by wt s1 2 1 2 1 2
ay1a t. Thereby we obtain the following generalization of Lemma 9.7.1 2
a <  . < <  . <COROLLARY 9.8. Either K s K K and C wt F Out T for allv v AutT .
a <  . < <  . <t g T or K / K and C wt F 2 ? Out T for all t g T.v AutT .
 .In particular T fulfils the hypothesis Fix , see the Preliminaries. There-
fore we can apply Proposition 2.1 to T and obtain
a  r .  r .LEMMA 9.9. K / K K and T ( L 3 or T ( U 2 .v v 2 3
Ãw xLet, as in Ca, p. 200 , H _ H be the set of diagonal automorphisms
of T.
 r .LEMMA 9.10. T \ L 3 .2
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then according to Proposition 2.1 we may
i Ãassume w s h ? f , h g H _ H, f the Frobenius automorphism, with
 i.o f s rr2 or r.
 . w x wThen Out T is an abelian group. Hence D, a F T = T and a is an
automorphism of GD s W and Lemma 3.2 yields W s W W a. Therefore,v v
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w x  y1 .wwe may assume G s W. Then in particular w and a , w s w w are in
 y1 .w   .  .w.  w.G. Thus w w g G l Aut T = Aut T s T = T D which im-
 .plies that there are t , t g T and an d g Aut T such that1 2
wy1 w ww w s t t dd . . 1 2
 y1 .w  . .w  .y1 2Hence w w s t d t d and t d s t d. This shows d g T , so1 2 2 1
2  .2w s t d is in T , as well.1
 .This forces r s 2 or r s 4. Hence it remains to consider T ( L 9 and2
 4.  .T ( L 3 . In the first case w s h ? f with o h s 8 and in the second2
2  .case w s hf with o h s 16.
 .We claim that in both cases there exists g g Aut T that inverts w. If
 .  :  4.  2:T ( L 9 , then set M s h, f and if T ( L 3 , then set M s h, f .2 2
Then M ( SD 4 or Mod 5, respectively. In both cases M is a subgroup of2 2
 :.index 2 of N h .AutT .
Ã Ã .Let i be an involution in N H ( D which is not in H. Then iÃT H 2qy1.
2  :inverts w g H. Since in both cases h acts transitively on the elements
 :  :in M _ h that have the same square, there exists t g h such that
g s i ? t inverts w, as claimed.
But this contradicts with Lemma 9.5, which proves the lemma.
 r .LEMMA 9.11. T \ U 2 .3
 r .Proof. Assume T ( U 2 . Then according to Proposition 2.1, r is odd3
i Ã i .and w s hf with h g H and o f s 2 r.
 .  .Since Out T ( S = Z , there exists g g Aut T , t g T , and j g3 r
 4 g j  j. g g w1, . . . , 2 r y 1 such that w s f t with o f s 2 r. Observe, that G s
g g w g g w b  w.y1  w.  y1 .y1 y1 . gG G with b s gg a gg , and that g a g g a g s w .v v 1 2
Therefore we may switch from G to G g g
w
and we may assume w s f jt.
 .Moreover by Lemma 3.1 we may and do assume t s 1.
 .  . <  . < <  . <We have C w ( SL 2 and B : C w T F 3. Thus C w s 6 ? m ?T 2 B B
< <  4 <  . < < < <  . < < <A with m g 1, 1r2, 1r3 . Since either C w s A or C w s 2 ? A ,B B
< < d < <  4we obtain 6 ? m ? A s 2 ? A , where d g 0, 1 . Hence m s 1r3, which
Ãyields H F B.
Ã r wLet h g H _ H. Then f inverts h modulo T. Since hh g G and since
w  .a s a a g Aut G it follows that both a and a either centralize or1 2 1 2
y1 w xinvert h modulo T. As w s a a , it follows w, h F T. This contradicts1 2
j j r .  .the fact that w s f , where o f s 2 r. Thus T \ U 2 , as claimed.3
Lemmas 9.2]9.11 prove Proposition 9.1.
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10. FACTORIZATIONS OF GROUPS OF AFFINE TYPE
In this section we study the factorizations of primitive affine permuta-
 .tion groups. Let G be a primitive affine group. Then G s O G G , wherep 0
 .  .dO G ( E is a faithful and irreducible GF p -module for G .p p 0
  ..3EXAMPLE. Notice that G s E L 2 X S admits a primitive factor-2 3 r
ization. Let r s 1. Then there exists an automorphism a of order two of
 .  . a3G s O G G ( E L 2 such that G and G are not conjugate in G.2 0 2 3 0 0
We may assume that a normalizes a Sylow-7-subgroup of G . Therefore0
a  . aG l G ( Frob 7 : 3 and G s G G .0 0 0 0
This example can be generalized. Let H be the wreath product H s
G X S . We can extend a in the natural way to an automorphism b of H:n
Let b act on G as a does and let b centralize S . Then we haver
H s H H b.0 0
In this section we show that there are no other primitive factorizations
of affine groups than those described in the example.
 .PROPOSITION 10.1. Suppose that the affine group G s O G G ,p 0
 . a  .dO G ( E admits a factorization G s G G for some a g Aut G . Thenp p 0 0
the following holds:
 .i p s 2 and d s 3n for some n g N;
 .  .ii G ( L 2 X X, for a transiti¨ e subgroup X of S ;0 3 n
 .   . .   ..3n 3iii G ( E L 2 X X ( E L 2 X X ;2 3 2 3
 . a  .n g  .iv G l G ( Frob 7 : 3 : X for some g g E G .0 0 0
 . 2v We may choose a such that a s 1.
 .Proof. Set H s G and V s O G .0 p
In order to apply Proposition 2.3 we first show that H fulfils the
 .  .properties A and B introduced in the preliminaries.
a < < < < < a <From G s HH follows V s G : H s H : H l H . Therefore and
since G is a primitive permutation group, V is an irreducible and faithful
 . < < < < aGF p H-module with V s H : K , where K s H l H . Thus H has
 .property B .
 .  .Now we want to show that H has property A . Assume F H / 1.
 .Then there exists a prime r, such that O H / 1. As V is a faithful andr
 .irreducible G-module, we have r / p. Since VO H is a characteristicr
 .subgroup in G, the automorphism a normalizes VO H . According to ther
w  .xTheorem of Schur]Zassenhaus Su, Chap. 2, 8.10 and Lemma 3.1 we
w  . x  .may assume O H , a F O H . Since V is a faithful and irreducibler r
  ..   ..H-module, C O H s 1 which yields N O H s H. Hence a nor-V r G r
  .. amalizes H s N O H in contradiction to G s HH . This proves that HG r
 .  .has property A . Notice, that therefore H is not a soluble group.
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 .Thus we may apply Proposition 2.3 to H: Proposition 2.3 i implies the
 .  .  .  .  .statement i ; Proposition 2.3 ii , iii , imply ii ; and ii together with
 .  .Proposition 2.3 v implies iii .
 .  .It remains to show iv and v .
As the subgroups H and H a are two complements of V in G, according
w x  .to Su, Chap. 2, Corollary to 8.7 there is an automorphism a g Aut G
a a w x w xsuch that H s H , V, a s 1, and H, a F V. In particular, a is of order
 .2 which implies v .
w x w a  .axLet G s V, T T , for i s 1, . . . , n. As T ,  T s 1, we deducei i i i j/ i j
w x  . w xT , a F C  T s V, T . Thus a normalizes G , for i s 1, . . . , n.i V j/ i j i i
 .  .a  .  .aThis implies E H l E H s T = ??? = T l T = ??? = T s1 n 1 n
 a.  a.T l T = ??? = T l T .1 1 n n
 .  .  .aAccording to Proposition 2.3 iv , E H l E H contains a subgroup U
 . r  .  .a  .isomorphic to Frob 7 : 3 , which implies U F E H l E H s E H l
 .a n  a.  4 aE H s  T l T . Therefore, for i g 1, . . . , n , either T l T (is1 i i i i
 . aFrob 7 : 3 or T s T .i i
We claim that T / T a, for i s 1, . . . , n. Assume T s T a. Since H isi i 1 1
 4 x itransitive on T , . . . , T , there exists x g H such that T s T , for1 n i 1 i
w x ai s 2, . . . , n. As GrV, a s 1, it follows x s x ¨ with ¨ g V. Furtheri i i i
w x  .there exists w g V, T such that ¨ w g C T ; namely w is the image ofi i i i V i i
w x¨ under the natural projection of V onto V, T .i i
Set w s w ??? w . Then T aw s T and, for i s 2, . . . , n,2 n 1 1
T aw s T x i aw s T a x i¨ iw 2 ? ? ? w n s T ¨ iw i s T ,i 1 1 i i
 .aw  .   ..which yields that E H s E H . Therefore aw normalizes N E H sG
H. Thus H and H a s H a are conjugate in G in contradiction to Lemma
 .  .  .a  .n3.1 ii . This proves that E H l E H ( Frob 7 : 3 .
 .  .According to iii we have H s E H X. Since
a2a< < < < < < < < < < < < < < < <H l H s H r V H s E H X r V s E H l E H X , .  .  .  .
 .  .a < < a  .  .aE H l E H is of index X in H l H . Since E H l E H s H l
a  . a   .  .a .H l E H is normal in H l H and since N E H l E H sH
  .  .a . g  . aE H l E H : X for some g g E G , it follows H l H s
a g  .  . .  .E H l E H X , as claimed in iv . This proves the proposition.
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